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SDG Roadmap: over a year of action
The implementation of the Roadmap is
proving to be an integral part of the oil
and gas industry’s progress towards the
SDGs. In a time when direct action is
needed more than ever, the Roadmap
provides a great framework to plan
and evaluate contributions to social,
environmental and climate goals.
Mar Granados Calatrava –
Sustainability Strategy
and Coordination Manager,
Repsol

Since the Roadmap was
launched…
› The Roadmap and its
related resources have
been downloaded over
4,900 times from the
Ipieca website
› The Roadmap summary
has been translated
into Arabic, Chinese,
English, French, German,
Portuguese and Spanish
› Ipieca completed three
deep-dive sessions with
members across the themes
of the Roadmap (climate,
nature, people) to see how
best to implement impact
pathway actions
› 29 of 46 Ipieca actions
are in progress
› 33 Ipieca member
companies* have set
net-zero targets by 2050
for Scope 1 and 2 emissions
› Ipieca has continued
to strengthen its
collaborative work with
external stakeholders
› Ipieca contributed to
global SDGs events,
including the UN High
Level Political Forum
and an SDG panel event
hosted by the World
Petroleum Congress
*as of end May 2022
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In April 2021, Ipieca and the World Business
Council for Sustainable Development
(WBCSD) published Accelerating action:
an SDG Roadmap for the oil and gas
sector (Roadmap), which identifies actions
Ipieca and the oil and gas sector can take
to accelerate the realization of the UN
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Marking over a year since its launch, we
highlight some of the progress Ipieca has
made towards implementing the Roadmap.

The Roadmap identifies eight impact opportunities for the oil and gas sector and
Ipieca to maximise their contributions to achieving the SDGs.
The following table summarises the eight impact opportunities:
Theme

CLIMATE

Impact opportunity

1 Policy and partnerships | Promote effective policies
and partnerships that support innovation and deployment
of technologies and activities needed to transform the
energy system and build climate resilience
2 Innovation | Invest in technology and innovation that
will enable low-carbon energy products and solutions
3 Operations | Advance emissions reduction initiatives
for own operations in support of the aims of the Paris
Agreement

NATURE

4 Resources management | Responsibly manage
resources to support a circular economy
5 Biodiversity, land and water stewardship | Conserve,
restore and promote biodiversity and ecosystems
services

PEOPLE

6 Governance and transparency | Support governments
in achieving the SDGs by aligning priorities and
accelerating action
7 Communities | Foster individual and community
prosperity around own activities, including advancing
sustainable development, livelihoods, good health and
well-being
8 Thriving workforce | Provide productive employment,
championing worker health, safety and well-being across
the supply chain

The Roadmap provides a key framework for the implementation of Ipieca’s
2021–2024 strategy around three strategic themes: climate, nature and people,
each with its own impact pathways and corresponding short, medium and
long-term actions.
The traffic light system (right) illustrates the status of the Ipieca impact
pathways after thirteen months. Please refer to the Roadmap for more
information on the corresponding impact pathway.

Status of Ipieca impact pathways

Not started
Scoping
In progress

The Roadmap features 47 suggested actions for companies within the sector to
help guide, inform and influence SDG-led strategies, activities and collaborations.

The 46 actions for Ipieca are embedded into the Ipieca 2022 Business Plan, across the
four pillars of our strategy: climate, nature, people, sustainability. Examples are given below.
CLIMATE
Impact
pathway
Status

Policy and partnerships

1

2

3

4

Innovation

5

11

12

Operations

13

14

15

21

22

23

24

Impact pathway 1: Lead engagement on behalf of the membership
with the UN, including participation in the UNFCCC, IPCC, UNEP,
ICAO, IMO and dialogue with key stakeholders in support of the Paris
Agreement and the subsequent transformation of the energy system

Impact pathway 23: Convene and disseminate
knowledge and good practices for oil and gas companies
in the area of net-zero emissions as a key element of the
energy transition and low-emissions pathways

At COP26, Ipieca organized a side-event on the crucial role of
technology and partnerships to support the industry’s contribution to a
net-zero future. Ipieca has observer status at ICAO and now contributes
technical inputs to its sustainable and lower-carbon aviation fuels
workstreams. Ipieca is starting to prepare its contribution to COP27.

Ipieca hosted a virtual roundtable session on net-zero
emissions with the industry, investors and civil society,
as well as launching a Net-zero glossary of terms and an
awareness briefing on Hydrogen: enabling the energy
transition and the pathways to net-zero emissions.

NATURE

Resources
management

Impact
pathway
Status

30

31

Biodiversity, land and water stewardship

32

33

36

37

Impact pathway 30: Convene the industry to
identify, promote and share good practices on how
to manage effective environmental performances
in operations, joint ventures and the supply chain

PEOPLE

Governance and
transparency

Communities

Impact
pathway
Status

55

62

57

63

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

Impact pathway 36: Lead the engagement with UN agencies
(UNEP, UN CBD) and other stakeholders to support
international progress on biodiversity, water and air quality

Ipieca launched Guidelines for health, safety, security,
environment and social responsible governance in
joint ventures.

56

38

Ipieca participates in preparatory events for the UN
Convention on Biological Diversity COP15 and provides
technical input to the development of the global biodiversity
framework.

64

Impact Pathway 63: Continue to develop operational
guidance and tools to support company understanding
and implementation of the goals of the UNGPs framework

Ipieca engages with the UN Working Group on Business
and Human Rights and demonstrated its long-standing
commitment to operationalize the UNGPs by launching the
second edition of the Human rights due diligence guidance
for the oil, gas and alternative energy industries.

Thriving workforces

65

66

67

80

81

82

83

84

85

Impact pathway 83: Lead industry collaboration and engagement
with UN agencies and other stakeholders on the just transition

Ipieca formed a Just Transition Task Force to lead industry
engagement and provide a space for members to share knowledge
and opportunities, supporting their participation in international
collaboration to transition to a lower-carbon global economy in a
just and fair way for workforces and communities affected by the
transition.

Looking forward Ipieca will…
Continue to use the Roadmap to convene the industry, drive cross-sector collaboration and scale up global action
towards the SDGs and Paris Agreement. Ipieca will produce guidance and tools to further enable the industry to
implement the Roadmap, and will release an extended report on progress in 2023.
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Ipieca is the global oil and gas association dedicated to advancing environmental
and social performance across the energy transition. It brings together members
and stakeholders to lead in mainstreaming sustainability by advancing climate
action, environmental responsibility and social performance across oil, gas and
renewables activities.
Ipieca was founded at the request of the United Nations Environment Programme
in 1974. Through its non-lobby and collaborative approach Ipieca remains the
industry’s principal channel of engagement with the UN.

WBCSD is a global, CEO-led organization of over 200 leading businesses working
together to accelerate the transition to a sustainable world. It helps make its member
companies more successful and sustainable by focusing on the maximum positive
impact for shareholders, the environment and societies.  
Its member companies come from all business sectors and all major economies,
representing a combined revenue of more than US$8.5 trillion and 19 million
employees. WBCSD’s global network of almost 70 national business councils gives
its members unparalleled reach across the globe. Since 1995, WBCSD has been
uniquely positioned to work with member companies along and across value chains
to deliver impactful business solutions to the most challenging sustainability issues.  
Together, WBCSD and its members are the leading voice of business for sustainability:
united by their vision of a world where more than 9 billion people are all living well
and within the boundaries of our planet, by 2050.
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